1973 Jensen Interceptor
Preis

USD 83 282
EUR 68 500 (listed)

Baujahr
Kilometerstand
Getriebe
Anzahl der Türen
Antrieb

1973
50 198 mi /
80 786 km
Automatik
2

Lenkung

Links

Zustand

Gebraucht

Standort
Kraftstoff
Außenfarbe

Benzin
Sonstige

Automobiltyp

Coupé

Zweirad

Beschreibung
Transmission: 3 gears, Automatic
Model year: 2020
Registration number: 70-YD-53
We have a wonderful Jensen Interceptor Series 3. The car has been sourced from the one and only
first Dutch owner who imported the car to Holland in the 90’s. A fat file full of documentation reveals
the care and attention the previous owner lavished on this car over the last 20+ years. When it
arrived in the Netherlands it had a red finish. The car was taken back to bare metal and the engine
taken back to the very last screw. The interior was re-upholstered and the transmission was
thoroughly serviced. The car has a Chrysler 7.2 litre V8 attached to a 3-speed automatic
transmission. The car delivers 280 Ps with excellent torque in the lower range. The Jensen Interceptor
is undoubtably a beautiful model. The bodywork is by Carrozzeria Touring. We are happy to find this
Jensen in a wonderful restored condition. The full restoration took place over the last two years. This
Interceptor was taken back to its constituent parts and reassembled using many new parts.
Documents show that a small fortune was spent on this Jensen. The bodywork is of top quality. The
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panelwork is lovely and the alignment is correct. The quality and condition of the re-spray is
excellent. Adding to the external aspect, a new front screen and moulding were fitted. The interior
trim was completely re-upholstered and that really shows nicely. Where ever you look there is an
abundance of new leather. Naturally the rest of the cabin received the same level of attention it
rightly deserved. The cable loom underneath the dashboard has been renewed and a new radio
fitted. Of course just as much care and attention was given to the car’s mechanical aspects. New
hoses, a new carburettor, a new heavy-duty starter motor, a new battery were fitted with the airconditioning and heater being fully overhauled. The engine has also been fully overhauled and
maintained since. You will not have to overhaul the engine again. Driving this car you become aware
that this is not just any old Jensen Interceptor. This big British GT excels in covering large distances in
the upmost of comfort. The automatic works smoothly and is a perfect match for the Chrysler V8
engine. The steering is good and the suspension behaves perfectly. A photographic record as well as
numerous invoices detail the restoration nicely.
This wonderful Jensen Interceptor is ready to roll and comes with a plethora of documentation.
Gallery Aaldering is Europe’s leading Classic Cars specialist since 1975! Always 400 Classic and
Sportscars in stock, please visit www.gallery-aaldering.com for the current stock list (all offered cars
are available in our showroom) and further information. We are located near the German border, 95
km from Düsseldorf and 90 km from Amsterdam. So easy traveling by plane, train, taxi and car.
Transport and worldwide shipping can be arranged. No duties/import costs within Europe. We buy,
sell and provide consignment sales (selling on behalf of the owner). We can arrange/provide
registration/papers for our German (H-Kennzeichen, TÜV, Fahrzeugbrief, Wertgutachten usw.) and
Benelux customers. Gallery Aaldering, Arnhemsestraat 47, 6971 AP Brummen, The Netherlands. Tel:
0031-575-564055. Quality, experience and transparency is what sets us apart. We look forward to
welcoming you in our showroom
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